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Different forms of literacy
There are a number of different forms of literacy that children must learn as they 
grow.  “People literacy” is about knowing how to relate to people and how to ‘read’ 
and understand their similarities and differences.  Related to this, “emotional 
literacy” is about identifying and communicating feelings by learning to read facial 
expressions that correspond with different emotions.  In developing people literacy, 
children search out social and communication patterns.  They learn that sounds 
people make correspond to actions, for instance they know what to expect when 
an adult they know well says, “I am going to pick you up now”.  In this situation a 
baby’s people literacy will be indicated when she raises her arms in response to the 
words, demonstrating her understanding of language and use of non-verbal signs.
Positive relationships help instil a love of learning. Through relationships, children 
gain confidence and a strong sense of well-being, and build learning dispositions 
needed to tackle the complex processes of reading and writing.

What is literacy in early childhood?
Babies are designed to learn.  As soon as they enter the world they begin to 
communicate and learn language; the process is described as “push-pull”:

Speaking and listening literacy, and reading and writing literacy, are vital skills in our 
culture, and are emphasised throughout life. Babies begin their journey to reading 
when they hear and respond to their parents’ voices.  Language development is an 
important part of the play-based curriculum for infants and toddlers provided in 
New Zealand. Language learning soon overlaps with learning about marks that are 
symbols. Te Whāriki (1996) expects teachers to empower children to become liter-
ate. Early childhood teachers don’t see children as consumers of information, but as 
investigators who construct knowledge with adults and each other. Thus, our early 
literacy education is woven into everyday interactions.

The infant is pushed into language by her own powerful inner drive to 
communicate and share meanings, while simultaneously, close relationships 

with her carers who use specific languages pull her into a shared world 
of language. … [Babies have an] innate ability to process 

the language around them.1

1 Whitehead, 2007, p.2



Literacy teaching and learning
   

At Daisies, literacy teaching and learning is an integral part of the educational 
programme for babies and toddlers as well as the older children. First and foremost, 
teachers talk a lot with the babies and toddlers about what is happening and what is 
coming up next. In response to the babies’ cues, they talk about the family photos 
on display and objects and experiences that interest them. The teachers frequently 
discuss with each other how the day is unfolding and purposefully plan to spend 
one-on-one caring moments with each infant.  All these practices grow children’s 
people literacy and language and communication skills.

In a mixed-age centre like Daisies, babies and toddlers can observe and hear many 
of the literacy experiences of the older children; for example, group rhymes and 
waiata before eating kai, story times, reading Learning Journals to each other, and 
asking how to write letters.  The older children are effective role models who come 
and ‘read’ picture books to the babies.  Teachers make displays on notice-boards that 
are rich in images and print.  Most of the displays for the younger children are down 
at their level and older children often talk about these too.  

We also believe that the key teacher system deepens teacher-child relationships so 
their minds are in tune.  
Key teachers know what the baby 
is noticing about the world and can 
recognise the child’s first words and share 
them with secondary key teachers to 
enhance communication. Daisies teachers 
believe in involving babies in every care 
moment, and saying what will happen 
next and why. Teaching and learning 
practices encouraging literacy also extend 
to freedom of movement, adopted from 
Emmi Pikler’s research.  This enhances 
opportunities for babies and toddlers to 
gain control of their bodies and develop 
good coordination needed for scribbling 
and other precursors of writing.



Another key feature of teaching practices at Daisies is the active use of schemas in 
learning. Schematic play entails patterns of actions as children explore a concept, 
say, connecting things in a row.  A toddler with a connecting schema is exploring 
sequencing, which is a fundamental concept in reading and writing.  Teachers who 
are attuned to each child’s schema thinking are able to use language to extend her 
thinking; e.g., “That might join on the end of the line.”

There are bountiful opportunities for babies and toddlers to start learning about 
literacy in an environment like Daisies.  They occur in care situations, including:

• When teachers use Baby-sign, the babies soon learn the signs and sign their 
reply to queries, such as  “Are you hungry?” , “Sleepy?”  A basic understanding of 
symbolism begins with these simple gestures.  Moreover, babies and toddlers 
show less frustration when empowered to communicate with gestures before 
they can use words.  

• Teachers being written literacy models in association with caregiving routines; for 
example, teachers talking about and showing the children their names written on 
charts recording sleep, nappy changes and sun-block application triggers toddlers 
to ask for a pen to add marks to these charts.  Thus, administrative charts become 
a curriculum activity. 



• When babies and toddlers make “conversation” as they play, teachers actively listen 
and respond with appropriate vocabulary, adding new words to reflect the child’s 
actions; 

• Babies learn more about the elements of language when they listen to music.  They 
detect the rhythms of music, bop to the beat, listen to pitch and absorb rhyming 
words.  Action songs and finger rhymes give toddlers some understanding of 
symbolism.  Singing waiata is a way teachers use te reo Māori to help protect that 
language;

• Babies learn to love reading story books when they snuggle in an adult’s lap with 
books on a daily basis.  Toddlers love to ‘read’ the pictures in their Learning Journals 
to an adult, and they begin to understand that experiences at Daisies can be 
captured inside a book and revisited; 

• Babies and toddlers display urges to match the size and shapes of objects as they 
play.  Toddlers also want to name shapes, e.g., in simple puzzles with five types of 
fruit.  Distinguishing shapes is the beginning of letter recognition; 

• Similarly, babies and toddlers explore shells, cones, stones and wood cuts to find 
similarities in shape or marks;

• Toddlers like to explore the schema of parts making up a whole – usually by pulling 
a whole thing apart!  Understanding about parts and a whole is fundamental to 
understanding writing–letters are parts of words, and words are parts of sentences.

Teachers are valuable role models as they read story books, and enjoy singing songs 
and rhymes. Teachers have conversations with each other and with parents in the 
presence of children, tell stories and write notes for parents about daily food and 
sleep.  Children observe and mimic the adults as they engage in rich literacy-related 
actions.

Literacy learning occurs too as babies 
and toddlers play, and hear language 
that reflects their actions:



 How do parents and caregivers 
support early literacy learning?

As a child’s first teacher, parents are his most significant role model for literacy 
learning.  A child’s first spoken word is not the start of his communication and 
language.  Gazing at your baby, making faces for him to mimic, talking gently as you 
care for him, singing lullabies, and rocking and dancing together in time to music are 
some of the ways you first become literacy teachers.  Games like “Peek-a-boo”, giving 
and taking toys, ‘conversations’ around food, and repeating gestures brings your mind 
and his in contact.
You (and her key teachers) are best able to recognise your toddler’s first word because 
you are in tune with the meaning behind the sound she repeats about the same thing.  
First words are fairly predictable: 

So, what else do parents do that support literacy?
• Moving baby’s hands, legs, toes in response to her reactions; i.e., ‘conversing’ by 

touch 
• Responding to her signs of hunger or tiredness, perhaps with Baby-sign
• Listening and responding to her talk - introducing new words and more complex 

words
• Using language that extends her interest in schemas
• Having fun with songs and nursery rhymes, bopping around the room to music 

together  
• Playing outdoors: physical coordination is vital before writing can begin
• Going to the library and choosing picture books to read - reading books and her 

Daisies’ Learning Journal together
• Discussing family photos you have on your computer and talking about DVDs 

or TV programmes (if you watch them)

“people, food, animals and possessions are highly interesting to babies 
and need labels early on!  These ... also include those important words 
which get people to do things for you, such as ‘up’, ‘walk’, ‘out’ and ‘[all] 
gone’.” 2

2. Whitehead, 2007, p.5 



• Engaging her participation in activities like making a shopping list and showing 
her the labels on tins and packets at the supermarket 

• Naming shapes
• Making marks together in dry sand or on steamed up windows 
• Showing interest when she wants to make marks, even if they don’t seem to 

represent anything
• Providing crayons and paper inside and chalk outside for scribbling.

Parents are the first to recognise their child’s interest and efforts as a communicator 
and a ‘reader’. They share enjoyable interactions around literacy, and are important 
models as literacy users.  

Conclusion
The early years are fundamental for learning some concepts and functions of 
reading and writing informally, even in infancy. Infants and toddlers catch a love of 
learning, language and literacy by observing and absorbing their special adults’ love 
of learning, and love of stories and language for communication.



“The single most important activity for building 
the knowledge required for eventual success in 

reading is reading aloud to children.”  3

Further reading
Another Daisies booklet will cover how young (pre-school) children learn about 
literacy.  In addition, you may want to check out more information on the internet:  

www.schools.natlib.govt.nz/creating-readers/childrens-ya-literature/read-alouds

http://families.naeyc.org/learning_and_development and then scroll down to a 
heading ‘Reading and Writing’ and select items that interest you.

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/everyday_learning_series/everyday_learn-
ing_index.htm takes you to a list of booklets that can be purchased for about 
NZ$20, such as ‘Everyday Learning about Babies as Amazing Learners’, or ‘Everyday 
Learning about Reading and Writing’.
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